The relationship between regional blood flow and contractile function in normal, ischemic, and reperfused myocardium.
The prevailing paradigm of coronary physiology and pathophysiology is that a balance between blood flow (i.e., supply) and function (i.e., demand) exists under normal conditions and that an imbalance between supply and demand occurs during ischemia. However, this paradigm is derived largely from studies relating changes in total coronary inflow to global ventricular function. The present article examines the relationship between myocardial blood flow and function on a regional level and proposes that a change may be needed in the current paradigm of coronary pathophysiology. In normal myocardium, considerable heterogeneity of regional blood flow exists, indicating either similar heterogeneity of metabolic demand and function or questioning the precision of metabolic coupling between flow and function. After the onset of ischemia, a transient imbalance between the reduced blood flow and function may exist. However, myocardial function rapidly declines and during early steady-state ischemia regional myocardial blood flow and function are once again evenly matched. Such supply-demand balance may persist over prolonged periods of ischemia enabling the myocardium to remain viable through reduction of energy expenditure for contractile function, i.e., to "hibernate". Whereas in "hibernating" ischemic myocardium, regional myocardial blood flow and function are both reduced but appropriately matched to one another, flow and function appear to be largely uncoupled in reperfused "stunned" myocardium. The clinical identification of viable but ischemic (hibernating) and postischemic (stunned) myocardium is of utmost importance in patients undergoing reperfusion procedures. A new paradigm of coronary and myocardial pathophysiology, encompassing a regional as well as a global view of perfusion and function, will have to include explanations for phenomena such as myocardial hibernation and myocardial stunning.